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1. Introduction and notation. In this paper a theorem on the

characteristic roots of (square) matrices, believed to be new, is ob-

tained, which has proved extremely useful in a sector of mathe-

matical statistics and which, the author hopes, might be useful in

other sectors of applied mathematics. It will be assumed here that

the elements of the matrices considered are real or complex numbers.

Any capital letter, say M, will stand for a matrix, M' for its trans-

pose, M* for its conjugate transpose, ma for its (y)th element, ma

for the conjugate of Wy, and MipXq) will denote that the matrix

consists of p rows and q columns. In this paper, so far as the new

results are concerned, only square matrices will be discussed for

which we have p = ff S; 1. For any matrix M, the rank will be denoted

by riM), any characteristic root by c(ilf). If M is pXp, there will be,

of course, p such roots, say C\, c2, ■ ■ ■ , cp. lip) will stand for a

pXp unit or identity matrix and D\ip) will stand for a pXp diagonal

matrix whose diagonal elements are, say Xi, X2, • • ■ , Xp. In course

of this paper, some well known results in matrix algebra will be used

[l; 2], including the following:

(1.1) CiiAB) = aiBA), i=l,2,---,p,

where A and B are two pXp matrices. It may be noted that this re-

sult can be easily generalized to

(1.2) c[AipXq)BiqXp)] = c[BiqXp)AipXq)], P g q,

with the meaning that any nonzero root of AB is a nonzero root of

BA and vice versa. Notice that, out of the q c(S4)'s, q — p must be

necessarily zero.

(1.3) If if is a pXp hermitian and positive-definite or positive-

semidefinite matrix (to be called respectively p.d. or p.s.d.), i.e., if all

ciM)'s are positive or non-negative, then there is a unitary matrix P

such that M = PDctM)P*.

(1.4) r[Aip X q)] = r[A*iq X />)] = r(AA*).

(1.5) AipXq)A*iqXp) is hermitian and at least p.s.d., so that all

c(44*) will be at least non-negative. The case of q = p is the one

that will be actually used in this paper.
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2.1. The bound theorem on characteristic roots. If A and B are

two pXp matrices of which at least one is nonsingular, then for all

the characteristic roots c(AB) we have

(2.1.1) CnUAA^UBB*) g c(AB)c(AB) :g Cia-UAA*)cm^(BB*),

where cmin and cmax stand respectively for the smallest and the largest

characteristic root (each, of course, non-negative).

Proof. By (1.3) there are unitary matrices, say Pa and Pb, such

that

(2.1.2) AA* = PaDcua-iPI    and    BB* = PbDcLbb>)P*b-

Notice that all c(AA*) and c(BB*) are real and non-negative and, if

we further assume that A is nonsingular, then all c(AA *) are positive.

From  (2.1.2)  it follows that it is possible to find unitary ma-

trices, say Qa and Qb, such that

(2.1.3) A = PaDc^haa^Qa    and    B = PbDcu^Bb^Qb.

We have now, for any characteristic root of AB,

c(AB) = c(PaDc^{aa-)QaPbDc^hbb-)Qb)

= c(DcM(aa')QaPbDcvhbb-)QbPa)       (using (1.2))

= c(DxRDuS),

where

R = QaPb,   S = QbPa,    \i = c\'\AA*),    vn = cT(BB*)
(2.1.4)

(»■ = 1, 2, ■ • • , p).

Notice that, since PA, Pb, Qa, Qb are all unitary, therefore, QaPb

and QbPa are also each unitary.

Now, if c is to be a characteristic root of AB, there exists a set of

(complex) numbers Zi, • • • , zp, not all of which are zero, such that

the following set of equations is satisfied:

p

(2.1.5) E ^hhjSjkZk = czi (i = 1, 2, ■ • • , p).
l,k=l

Remembering that X.'s and /x/s are real, and (here) ju/s are non-nega-

tive and X/s positive, and dividing by X,-, and taking the conjugate of

(2.1.5), multiplying the two and then summing over * = 1, 2, • • ■ ,

p, we have

(2.1.6) E     E    rijfij'\iju.j,SjkSj'k'ZkZk' = ccJ2 ZiZi/\i.
i     3ti',ktkf i
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Now, since R is unitary, we have

(2.1.7) 2~1 ri{tii' — &ii' (where S is the Kronecker symbol).
i

Thus (2.1.6) reduces to

CC 2_- Zf2</X< =    2-t   VisikSjk-ZkZk'
i ?,k,k'

=   UrnY, (sjkZk)- 2~2 (Sjk'Zk').
j k k'

It is easy to see that the coefficients of 1/X2's on the left-hand side

and those of p.2's on the right-hand side are each at least non-negative.

Hence, if we replace all m/s by /xmax and all X;'s by Xmax, the right-

hand side is increased (or at least not diminished) and the left-hand

side is diminished (or at least not increased). We have thus

(ce/Xmax)  2-f Z'Z> = Mmax  2j     2_<   S jkS jk'ZkZk',
i j       k,k'

2 V^

(2.1.9) i.e., g Mmax 2^ hvZkZv (since S is unitary),
j

<    2     V    "

l

Since 2» 0>2» 's positive, it follows that

2 2

££  =   ^maxMmax,

i.e.,

(2.1.10) ciAB)ciAB) ^ cmUAA*)cmUBB*).

Likewise in (2.1.8), replacing all Xz's by Xmin and all /*/s by Aimin

and arguing in a similar manner, we have

(2.1.11) cmin(44*)cmin(PP*) ^ ciAB)ciAB).

Combining (2.1.10) and (2.1.11), we have the theorem (2.1.1). It is

easy to see that (2.1.1) can be generalized to the case of the product

of any finite number of matrices 4i, A2, ■ ■ ■ , An, provided that not

more than one of them is possibly singular, the rest being all non-

singular. Thus we have the theorem

(2.1.12) f[cmiaiAiA?) ̂c(fl a)c(u a) g f\cmUAiAi*).
t=i \ i=i      /   \ t=i      /       «=i

2.2. Some useful special cases of (2.1.1). Putting A = I(p) in
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(2.1.1), we have

(2.2.1) cmin(AA*) ^ c(A)c(A) ^ c^AA*),

a result due to Professor E. T. Browne [l].

Ii A and B are both hermitian, then it is well known that all

c(A)'s and c(B)'s are real and also that

(2.2.2) c(AA*) = c(A2) = c2(A)    and    c(BB*) = c(B) = c2(B).

Hence, in this case, (2.1.1) will reduce to

(2.2.3) c2min(A)clin(B) ^ c(AB)c(AB) ̂ cL*(A)(L*.(B).

Suppose that A and B are both hermitian and one of them, say A,

is p.d. and the other, i.e. B, at least p.s.d. Then all c(A)'s are real and

positive, all c(B)'s real and at least non-negative. Also AB is at least

p.s.d., so that all c(AB) are real and at least non-negative. In this

case, (2.1.1) reduces to

(2.2.4) cmia(A)cmia(B) ^ c(AB) g cmai(A)cim(B).
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